
1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

10. 11. 12.

The goods thoroughly unpack, 
clean from the packing and inspect

The enable and straighten the handle-
bars to the upright position by tools

The handlebars is necessary strongly
to fixed by tools to the higher position
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION OF SCOOTER
including main accesories, step by step, what 

to do before first ride…

 

The adjusting components 
quick charge



13. 14. 15.

16. 17. 18.

19. 20.

After the attachment of the 
wheel put a metal shaft 
on the brake shoes

Fitting of two washers into
the holes on the fork 

The quick charge from the left side 
mounted the wheels and properly 
tightened. When attaching the 
wheels to make sure that the wheel 
rotation direction marked on the tires

21.

22. 23. 24.

Metal tube of the stand setting up 
and installation of direction from 
the upper level on the top position

Remove the plastic cap from 
hinge pin of stand
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The stand hanged on pin to hanging

Put the screw into slot hole and 
properly tighten by tools To glue the plastic cap tube of stand

Short time hold the cap after drying 
the glue is attached to stand
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25. 26. 27.

28. 29. 30.

Preparation for deployment
of front fender
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Put on gradually tighten both screws 

31. 32. 33.

34. 35. 36.

Extend brake shoes and remove 
the wheel from the fork

Pull out the plastic pin from
the rear part

Into hole in fender install the bolt 
with washer and through the plastic 
screwed to the body surface

Anchor wires attach with screws into 
the holes in the rear fork
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37. 38. 39.

40. 41. 42.
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Extend brake shoes and put 
off the front wheel

The front fender attach and mount 
with screw locking nut

43. 44. 45.

46. 47. 48.

Anchor wires attach with screws 
into the holes in the rear fork

Anchor the fender by screw and 
nut into the hole in the fork Front and rear fender attached
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As the scooter is correctly assembled, to move and spin front and the rear wheel. If 
touching and pushing the rim of the brake shoes brake blocks is necessary to enable and 
adjust.
Scooter is designed to ride and move according to the selected type of scooters. basic 
breakdown:

street scooter m
ountain scooter
scooter for city traffic
freestyle scooter for experience of adrenalin
scooter designed for sport
scooter for kids
scooters for adults
scooter is designed for one person driving. If equipped with child seat, is intended 
also to transport the child (subject to the child's age and weight as specific and 
according local law)

The scooter is prohibited:
to load than what is given scooter designed (riding in two person,  jumps from curbs 
and walls)
scooter structurally modify in any way (in terms of interference in the frame)
mandatory accessory for any rider is bike helmet, without which the trip
inadmissible
ride on a scooter is subject to traffic regulations according to local rules, just like 
riding a bike
on the another scooter than designed for the freeride is prohibited to fly, jump and 
otherwise away from the grand
to the scooter can be connected only trolley approved by manufacture
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